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Creating a good contact between electrodes and graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) has been a longstanding
challenge in searching for the next GNR-based nanoelectronics. This quest requires the controlled fabrication
of sub-20 nm metallic gaps, a clean GNR transfer minimizing damage and organic contamination during the
device fabrication, as well as work function matching to minimize the contact resistance. Here, we transfer
9-atom-wide armchair-edged GNRs (9-AGNRs) grown on Au(111)/mica substrates to pre-patterned platinum
electrodes, yielding polymer-free 9-AGNR field-effect transistor devices. Our devices have a resistance in the
range of 106 to 108 Ω in the low-bias regime, which is 2 to 4 orders of magnitude lower than previous reports.
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations combined with the non-equilibrium Green’s function method
(NEGF) explain the observed p-type electrical characteristics and further demonstrate that platinum gives
strong coupling and higher transmission in comparison to other materials such as graphene.

Atomically precise (GNRs) are a family of graphene-
based quantum materials which have been predicted to
host exotic physical properties and potential electronic
applications1. Depending on their sizes and termina-
tions, they can manifest magnetically ordered edges2–4,
tunable band-gaps5–7 or high-charge mobility8. Proper-
ties such as bandgap tunability, topological properities
as well as edge magnetism 9–11 and others are intrinsic
to GNRs and only appear when atomic precision in the
synthesis is achieved. To translate tehse properties into
devices, transfer of the ribbons to an appropriate sub-
strate and create a good electrical contact between the
GNRs and the electrodes.

Two main contact approaches have been investigated
so far in the literature. One is achieved by the di-
rect deposition of electrodes on top of GNRs with litho-
graphic tools12–16. GNR devices fabricated with this top-
contact approach show high, non-Ohmic contacts, and in
some cases, the current is limited by the contact resis-
tance 12,13,15. This indicates a poor contact of the GNRs
with the possible presence of a large Schottky barrier.
Additionally, these top-contact GNR devices can suffer
from resist contamination and heating during metal evap-
oration in the lithography process. This is particularly
destructive for the GNRs with reactive edges, such as
spin-polarized edges and topologically protected edges-
tates11,17,18.

Another approach for contacting GNRs is by trans-
ferring GNRs onto pre-patterned electrodes. For GNRs
grown on Au-mica substrates, a polymer-free transfer of
9-AGNRS has been optimized and used in previous re-
ports of Refs. 14,19 and Ref. 20 with Pd and graphene
electrodes, respectively. However, in the case of Pd
nanogaps, large Schottky barriers limited the transport

through these devices. Likewise, graphene electrodes did
not solve the issue of contact resistance and introduced
more uncertainties related to the fabrication, i.e., not
well-defined gap sizes and lithography-related PMMA
residues on the electrodes, the latter being a known con-
cern for graphene devices 21.

In this letter, we study 9-AGNRs junctions with pre-
patterned Pt electrodes forming nanogap ranging from
20 to 100 nm in width and 1 µm in length. We trans-
fer the 9-AGNRs after the nanogap fabrication and show
GNR devices with low-bias (200 mV) Ohmic resistance
in the range of 106 to 108 Ω, orders of magnitude lower
than the previous reports12–15,20. Approximately 100%
device yield and low resistance are realized as a result of
a cleaner device fabrication process compared to the pre-
vious top-contact approach, where GNRs are subjected
to polymer contamination and high process tempera-
tures. With the field effect transistor geometry, we fur-

Fig. 1. Device schematics: a, 9-AGNR field effect transistor
device with Pt electrodes and SiO2 as the back gate oxide.
b, Atomic structure of 9-AGNR. The armchair termination is
indicated by the red lines in the structure.
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Fig. 2. Fabrication steps: a-d, The pre-patterning of the Pt nanogap. e-g, Polymer-free transfer of 9-AGNR. h, Electrical
measurements in a probestation. The blue lines represent the 9-AGNRs.

ther demonstrate the high transmission in the Pt-GNR-
Pt junctions with p-type transport properties, concluded
from gate-dependent measurements. These observations
are rationalized by density functional theory and non-
equilibrium Green’s function formalism (DFT+NEGF)
calculations, estabilishing platinum as an excellent ma-
terial for contacting 9-AGNRs.

We employ a field-effect transistor geometry to electri-
cally characterize 9-AGNRs in a vacuum probe station.
A schematic device lay-out is illustrated in Fig. 1a. With
this geometry we measure the current-voltage (IV ) char-
acteristics of 9-AGNRs as well as their gate dependence
(IVg). The GNRs are transferred onto pre-patterned Pt
gaps on a SiO2/Si substrate, where the Si wafer is used as
a global back-gate electrode. The 9-AGNRs form trans-
port channels by bridging the pre-patterned lithograph-
ically defined Pt nanogaps. The atomic structure of 9-
AGNRs is also shown in Fig. 1b, where the four sides of
the GNRs are armchair-terminated.

To form a clean 9-AGNR-electrode interface, we pat-
tern Pt electrodes prior to introducing the GNRs, thus
avoiding organic contamination of the junction. The
device fabrication steps are shown in Fig. 2. We use
a SiO2/Si substrate with a thermal oxide thickness of
285 nm. The substrates are first cleaned with acetone
and isopropyl alcohol (IPA) for 5 minutes each to re-
move organic residues on the surface. Subsequently, the
substrate is cleaned with an oxygen plasma at a power of
300 W for 3 minutes. After the cleaning, the substrate is
spin-coated with PMMA 950K A2 (MicroChem) at 3000
rpm and baked at 180 ◦C for 3 min on a hot plate. This
gives a resist thickness of about 80 nm.

The nanogaps with various widths (20-100 nm by de-
sign) are patterned by EBPG5000+ (Raith) with an
acceleration voltage of 100 kV. To form well-defined
nanogaps, a high dose at 2100 µC/cm2 is chosen together
with a cold development technique. The nanogap struc-

ture is developed in IPA:MIBK (3:1) at a temperature
of -20◦C for 3 min. Afterwards, the electrodes are made
by electron-beam evaporation of 3 nm of Ti at a rate of
0.5 Å/s and 17 nm of Pt at a rate of 1 nm/s, followed by
a lift-off process in hot acetone at 50 ◦C. With this thin
PMMA resist layer and the cold development method, we
achieve Pt nanogap as small as 20 nm with an aspect ratio
of more than 100. This allows the possibility to measure
end-to-end connected GNRs as they are in the length of
few tens of nanometers (see Fig. S1a for a STM image of
9-AGNRs on Au(111)). Moreover, the large aspect ratio
provides a high device yield as several 9-AGNRs can be
connected in the same junction. Similar nanogaps with
large aspect ratio can also be achieved with other meth-
ods but require a more elaborated technique such as a
chromium oxide mask22.

To transfer the 9-AGNRs onto the pre-patterned sub-
strate, we follow the polymer-free transfer process de-
scribed elsewhere15,23,24. In short, an Au film contain-
ing 9-AGNRs delaminates itself from its mica substrate
when placed onto an aqueous HCl solution (Fig. 2e). Af-
terwards, a pre-patterned substrate is used to pull out
the free-standing Au film from the diluted HCl solution.
To remove the Au film from the 9-AGNRs, the substrate
with Au film is covered with a gold etchant for 5 min., as
shown in Fig. 2f, and subsequently rinsed with deionized
water and cleaned with acetone and IPA. This transfer
process preserves the 9-AGNR quality as no peak shift in
the Raman spectra of 9-AGNRs was observed, before and
after the transfer (Fig. S1b). Afterwards, the sample is
mounted in a vacuum probe station at room temperature
for electrical characterization.

Figure 3a shows a scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
image of a typical Pt nanogap with a feature size of
20 nm. 9-AGNRs with an average length of 45 nm
and maximum lengths up to 100 nm are transferred
onto these nanogaps, forming Pt-9-AGNR-Pt junctions.
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Fig. 3. a, Scanning electron microscopy image of Pt nanogap,
with a feature size of 20 nm. b, Resistance determined at a
bias voltage of 50 mV for four different samples with several
devices on each of them.

Here, we present electrical measurements of four differ-
ent substrates, each contains multiple devices. Figure 3b
summarizes the resistance of these junctions at 50 mV
with all nanogap sizes.The junctions have a most prob-
able low-bias resistance around 107 Ω, orders of magni-
tude lower than that in previous reports12–15,20. We also
compare the low-bias resistance between junctions, made
with a polymer-free transfer and PMMA-assisted transfer
techniques on the same substrate (see Fig. S2). Consis-
tently, the PMMA-assisted transferred junctions show a
resistance that is 1 to 2 orders of magnitude higher, show-
ing a clear influence of the use of PMMA on the trans-
port properties, possibly due to different doping levels
and contamination at the interfaces.

It is worth noting that the yield is nearly 100% for
electrically conducting junctions, i.e., R < 10 GΩ after
GNR transfer. All devices were previously verified to be
insulating. The large 9-AGNR/Pt contact area (1 µm
in vertical direction of Fig. 3a) may be of importance in
this observation. A high yield benefiting from a large
junction contact area was also observed previously, even
in devices with µm-size gaps25. This implies that the Pt-
9-AGNR junctions comprise a network of GNRs, where
a distance-dependent resistance is expected25. However,
with the large spread in the resistance distribution, we
do not observe significant difference in the low-bias re-
sistance for devices with different nanogap sizes ranging
from 20 nm to 100 nm (see Fig. S3).

To gain more insight into charge transport in the 9-
AGNR devices, we show the IV characteristics of sam-
ple 1 in Fig. 4 (see Fig. S4 for other samples). The cur-
rent shows a linear dependence on the bias voltage within
the range of ±200 mV. To probe the linearity of the IV
characteristics, we have applied a bias voltage up to 1 V,
shown in Fig. S5 for sample 2. This bias limit is cho-
sen to prevent the possible creation of filamentary paths
in silicon oxide, which can occur at a few Volts applied
across thin oxide layers26. In this case, we observe small
nonlinearity taking place typically around a few hundred
mV. The low resistance and nearly Ohmic IV s of these

Fig. 4. a, IV characteristics of 36 junctions in sample 1
within a bias voltage range of ± 200 mV. The inset shows the
normalized IV characteristics. b, Gate traces of 4 different
junctions in sample 1, taken at a bias voltage of 100 mV.

pre-patterned Pt-9-AGNR-Pt junctions can be a result
of a better work function matching in comparison to pre-
viously investigated electrode materials12–15,20.

Figure 4b shows the gate dependent current at a bias
voltage of 100 mV. From the ratio of the maximum and
minimum current for gate voltages ranging from -20 V to
20 V, the on-off ratio is determined: Ron-off = Imax/Imin.
We obtain small Ron-off < 10 for sample 1. The high-
est on-off ratio of 25 is observed in sample 3, shown in
Fig. S6d. Additional gate traces at a higher bias voltage
of 1 V for sample 2 are shown in Fig. S7, where a max-
imum Ron−off of 30 is observed. A crucial observation
in the gate traces, consistent p-type transport, which is
consistent with previous observations in 9-AGNR-based
transistors12–16,20,25.

The small gate dependence and on-off ratio of the cur-
rent illustrate the poor gate efficiency of the 9-AGNR
junctions. This poor efficiency may come from three con-
tributions: (i) The electric field is screened by the metal-
lic electrodes between the gate and GNR, and screened
between GNR and GNR. These screening effects were
demonstrated by simulations previously in ref. 16, where
the electrostatic potential was completely screened in
a densely packed GNR film with a GNR separation of
1.5 nm. It was also shown that a 20 nm nanogap is
screened for more than 50% with an electrode thickness
of 4 nm without the presence of GNRs16. This suggests
that the densely packed 9-AGNR devices with a metal
electrode height of 20 nm can be screened efficiently, lead-
ing to the observed poor gate efficiency. (ii) The low
gate coupling is partially due to the low dielectric con-
stant of the silicon oxide and the thick oxide thickness.
An improvement for future experiments can be made by
using a thin, high-κ gate oxide such as HfO2. (iii) The
transport mechanism can be dominated by a hopping-
like mechanism with an intrinsic low gate coupling. A
temperature dependent measurement is necessary to elu-
cidate the transport mechanism in these GNR devices,
which is a subject of study for the future.

To describe the low resistance and nearly linear IV
characteristics of the 9-AGNR junctions, we employed
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Fig. 5. a-b, Atomic models for 9-AGNR nanogap junctions with platinum and graphene contacts respectively. c-d, Hybridiza-
tion function between the GNR and the metallic contacts as a function of energy. The hybridization with platinum is orders of
magnitude larger than with graphene, which is reflected in the ”broad” PDOS below the Fermi level. For graphene, the PDOS
is characterized by sharp peaks directly linkable to the MOs of the dissociated GNR indicating that the molecule is only loosely
coupled to the contacts. e, Electronic transmission as a function of energy. It is characterized by narrow peaks in regions
of small hybridization and approaches the idea constant value of 1 when the hybridization increases. f, Current obtained by
integrating the electronic transmission in a bias window centered around the Fermi level. The current for platinum contacts
shows the linear behaviour observed in experiments.

the density functional theory + non equilibirum Green’s
function (DFT+NEGF) method to unveil the origin of
this behavior in our 9-AGNR-Pt coupling. Details about
the simulations can be found in SM.2.

We consider the atomistic models in Figs. 5a and b.
They are representative of a 9-AGNR contacted with
platinum and graphene, respectively, with the goal of
comparing both configurations. The length of the GNR
is set to 11 nm and the contacts are separated by a 8-nm
gap. For ribbons with atomically precise edges transport
is expected to be ballistic and the conductance should not
vary with the distance between the contacts27. To assess
the quality of the latter we compute the hybridization
strength of the GNR with the underlying electrodes and
report the result in Figs. 5c-d. For platinum contacts,
the hybridization is large below the Fermi level, i.e., in
the valence band (VB) of the GNR, but decreases above
this energy. This finding is evidenced by the density of
states projected onto the GNR (PDOS), which evolves
from a continuum of states below in the VB to a series
of discrete and narrow peaks above it, directly linkable
to the molecular orbital states (MOs) of the uncoupled
GNR (vertical dashed lines).

For graphene contacts on the other hand, the hy-
bridization remains small throughout the entire energy
window relevant for transport and the PDOS strongly
resembles the discrete spectrum of the dissociated GNR.
This indicates that, upon contact with graphene, the

electronic states in the channel remain mostly bounded.
The hybridization strength is reflected in the electronic
transmission (see Fig. 5e), which approaches the ideal
constant value of 1 of a perfectly contacted GNR in the
regions of large hybridization and reduces to sharp peaks
typical of resonant transport otherwise. The current cal-
culated by applying a symmetric bias across the elec-
trodes shows a linear dependence for platinum contacts
within the range of 200 mV, in agreement with experi-
ments (see Fig. 5f and 4a). In our calculations, the linear
dependence stems from the p-type character of the GNR
- any bias window finds some open channels available for
transport. Contrarily, the current for graphene contacts
shows a non-linear, step-like behaviour typical of molec-
ular junctions in the resonant transport regime in which
the central molecule is loosely coupled to the leads.

Our simulation results thus indicate that, upon con-
tact with platinum, the GNR MOs strongly hybridize
with the underlying material and broaden into a contin-
uous density of channels available for transport. This in
turn yields devices with low contact resistance and nearly
linear IV characteristic.

We fabricate 9-AGNR field effect transistor devices
with Pt contacts by employing a polymer-free transfer
technique subsequent to the deposition of electrical con-
tacts. The GNR devices, ranging from 20 nm to 100 nm
in gap width, consistently show a low-bias resistance
value, R ≈ 107 Ω, orders of magnitude lower than previ-
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ous reports. Together with its nearly-Ohmic IV charac-
teristics, the better device performance indicate that Pt
electrodes with polymer-free transfer is ideal for 9-AGNR
contacting. DFT+NEGF calculations demonstrate that
Pt contact leads to a higher transmission than that other
materials such as graphene. This not only explains the
nearly linear IV characteristics and p-type transport ob-
served in the experiments, but also points out that Pt is
a better contact material for a transparent contact inter-
face.
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